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ABSTRACT
Current guidelines recommend that serum C-terminal telopeptide of type I collagen (CTX) and serum procollagen type 1

aminoterminal propeptide (PINP), measured by standardized assays, be used as reference markers in observational and

interventional studies. However, there are limited data to determine whether serum CTX and PINP are associated with hip fracture

risk among postmenopausal women. We determined the associations of serum CTX and serum PINP with hip fracture risk among

postmenopausal women aged 50 to 79 years at baseline. We performed a prospective case-control study (400 cases, 400 controls)

nested in the Women’s Health Initiative Observational Study, which enrolled participants at 40 US clinical centers. Cases were

women with incident hip fracture not taking osteoporosis medication; hip fractures were confirmed using medical records.

Untreated controls were matched by age, race/ethnicity, and date of blood sampling. Serum CTX and serum PINP were analyzed on

12-hour fasting blood samples. The main outcome measure was incident hip fracture risk (mean follow-up 7.13 years). After

adjustment for body mass index, smoking, frequency of falls, history of fracture, calcium and vitamin D intake, and other relevant

covariates, neither serum CTX level nor serum PINP level was statistically significantly associated with hip fracture risk (CTX

ptrend¼ 0.22, PINP ptrend¼ 0.53). Our results do not support the utility of serum CTX level or PINP level to predict hip fracture risk in

women in this age group. These results will inform future guidelines regarding the potential utility of these markers in fracture

prediction. © 2018 American Society for Bone and Mineral Research.
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Introduction

The International Osteoporosis Foundation/International

Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine

(IOF/IFCC) Bone Markers Working Group identified one bone

resorption marker, C-terminal telopeptide of type I collagen

(CTX), and one bone formation marker, procollagen type I

aminoterminal propeptide (PINP), as the most promising bone

turnover markers.(1,2) The IOF/IFCC recommends that serum CTX

and serum PINP, measured by standardized assays, be used as

reference markers in observational and interventional studies.

Serum PINP is generated during the synthesis of type I

collagen.(3) PINP is cleaved from type I procollagen during its

extracellular processing. Serum CTX is a product of the

breakdown of type I collagen containing pyridinium cross-

links.(3)

Higher bone turnover marker levels, particularly resorption

marker levels, are associatedwith increased fracture risk in some,

but not all, previous studies of older men and women.(4) Most

studies have examined bone turnover marker levels in relation

to fragility or osteoporotic fractures overall, rather than hip

fractures.(5–9) However, because hip fractures are a substantial

cause of increased morbidity and mortality, it is of clinical

importance to elucidate the ability of serum bone turnover
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markers to predict hip fracture risk. Studies of bone turnover

marker levels in relation to hip fractures often had the

disadvantage of measuring the biomarker levels soon after

the hip fracture occurred(10–17) (when these biomarkers may be

elevated), which does not allow the elucidation of the predictive

ability of the bone turnover markers before an incident hip

fracture. Only 12 studies measured bone turnover marker levels

before incident hip fracture in women.(18–29) Of those studies,

three studies found a significant positive association between

bone turnover marker (urinary CTX,(28,29) urinary deoxypridino-

line,(29) urinary N-telopeptide(27)) level and hip fracture risk, one

study found positive associations (urinary deoxypyridinoline,

urinary deoxypyridinoline) that disappeared after covariate

adjustment,(26) and seven studies reported a lack of association

between bone turnover marker level (serum alkaline phospha-

tase,(20–22,24,25) serum osteocalcin,(20–23) urinary hydroxypro-

line,(20) urinary CTX,(19) urinary deoxypyridinoline,(21) urinary

osteocalcin(21,22)) and hip fracture risk. Studies of the two IOF/

IFCC-recommended tests, serum PINP and serum CTX, for

prediction of hip fracture risk in women are few and generally

find no associations of these markers with hip fracture

risk.(18,19,21–23,27) However, none of the studies required

sampling in the fasting state. Overnight fasting markedly

reduces the circadian variation of serum CTX, leading to the

recommendation that morning fasting samples be used if both

CTX and PINP are measured.(3) We have access to serum PINP

and CTX assay measurements from samples collected in the

fasting state. The objective of this study was to test the

hypothesis that increased bone turnover as assessed by serum

PINP and CTX is associated with a higher risk of hip fracture in

women, independent of other covariates.

Materials and Methods

Study participants

We analyzed data from the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI)

study, which recruited participants at 40 US clinical centers. At

baseline, participants were aged 50 and 79 years and free of

serious medical conditions. The WHI Observational Study

examined common causes of morbidity and mortality among

postmenopausal women; the WHI Clinical Trials evaluated three

distinct interventions: a low-fat eating pattern, menopausal

hormone therapy, and calcium plus vitamin D supplementation.

Study methods have been described in detail elsewhere.(30,31)

A case-control substudy was performed, nested within the

Women’s Health Initiative Observational Study, to examine

hormonal predictors of hip fracture in women.(32–34) Information

regarding incident hip fractures was collected via self-report of

annual questionnaires. All self-reported hip fractures were

centrally confirmed by study physicians using medical records.

Inclusion criteria include WHI Observational Study partic-

ipants who had a first hip fracture between August 1994 and

August 2004. Hip fractures were defined as nonpathologic

fractures of the proximal femur, including fractures of the

femoral neck, intertrochanteric region, and greater trochanter.

Mean, median, and range of follow-up time of the overall cohort

(n¼ 800) were 7.13 years, 7.13 years, and 0.7 to 9.3 years. Mean,

median, and range of follow-up time of the cases (n¼ 400) were

7.03 years, 7.04 years, and 0.7 to 9.3 years. Mean, median, and

range of follow-up time of the controls (n¼ 400) were 7.23 years,

7.30 years, and 2.3 to 9.2 years. By the end of the follow-up

period, 3.7% of the WHI Observational Study participants had

withdrawn or were lost to follow-up and 5.3% of participants

had died.(35) In the overall WHI Observational Study, annualized

hip fracture rate was 0.14%.

The criteria for exclusion were: 1) hip fracture before study

baseline; 2) use at baseline of medications containing estrogen

(up to 1 year before study entry; oral and transdermal forms

only), androgens (including anabolic steroids, dehydroepian-

drosterone, testosterone), selective estrogen receptor modu-

lators (SERMs), antiestrogens, or medications for bone loss

(including bisphosphonates, calcitonin, parathyroid hormone);

3) pathological cause for hip fractures occurring during the

study; 4) only local adjudication of hip fractures occurring during

the study; 5) unknown ethnicity; and 6) absent baseline serum

samples.

One control participant was selected for each case from the

risk set corresponding to the time of the case’s event. All

participants (cases included) were part of the risk set until they

have an event or until their last recorded visit (censored if lost to

follow-up). Thus, cases could be a potential control for other

cases whose events happen earlier, but none of the 400 controls

had a hip fracture during the study period. Controls were

matched by age at screening (�1 year), race/ethnicity (white,

black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, other), and date of serum

sample collection (�120 days, which is the same as the date of

entry into the WHI-Observational Study). Age and serum

sampling date were selected based on a criterion to minimize

an overall distance measure. The age and race criteria were

weighted 20 times more than the draw date criteria to

emphasize their importance. A total of 404 women experienced

hip fractures after 7.1 years of follow-up; of these women, we

randomly selected 400women as the incident hip fracture (case)

group.(35)

A control meeting the matching criteria was matched to each

of the 400 cases. Race/ethnicity was matched exactly for all 400

cases. Age was matched exactly for 395 cases and within a year

for everyone. Phlebotomy date was matched exactly for 243

cases, within 1 week for 387 cases, within 3 weeks for 396 cases,

and within 71 days for everyone. No cases were selected as

controls for participants with an earlier event, so the final cohort

contains 800 participants (400 women with hip fracture and 400

matched controls) (Fig. 1).

Each institution obtainedhuman subjects committee approval.

All participants provided written informed consent.

Measurements

Using baseline self-report questionnaires, we collected informa-

tion regarding age, race/ethnicity, education, living with a

partner, parity, smoking, frequency of falls in the past year,

fracture prior to baseline, family history of hip fracture,

medication use, self-reported health status, and dietary and

supplemental calcium and vitamin D.

For each participant, a frailty score was calculated from four

measures: RAND-36 physical function scale score, the RAND-36

vitality scale score, total energy expenditure (metabolic

equivalent task hours score from recreational physical activity

in the prior week), andwhether the participant lost 15 pounds of

body weight in the last 6 months without trying.(36–38) For each

of the above measures (except unintentional weight loss), a

frailty component was assigned if a woman had a score below

the 25th percentile of that component. We computed the score

by summing the scores of the four frailty score measures;

physical function component was double-counted because the
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scale measured both muscle strength and walking ability.

Therefore, the range of frailty scores was 0 to 5. A cut-point of 3

or more was used to define frailty.(36–38)

For each participant, we calculated the Centers for the

Epidemiologic Study of Depression short-form score(39,40) and

the RAND 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36) score.(41–44)

The predicted 10-year absolute risk of hip fracture was

calculated for each participant by theWHOCollaborating Centre

for Metabolic Bone Disease using the Fracture Risk Assessment

(FRAX) tool without bone mineral density (BMD),(45) as in prior

studies.(46,47)

Weight and height were measured using standard protocols

at baseline for calculation of body mass index (BMI, kg/m2).

At the baseline visit, participants of the case-control study

provided 12-hour fasting morning serum samples.(35) Serum

samples were stored at –80° until they were shipped on dry ice

to a central laboratory (Synarc, Lyon, France) for analysis.

Laboratory personnel were blinded to case-control status.

Serum CTX was measured by a two-site immunoassay using

two monoclonal antibodies raised against a specific isomerized

8-amino acid sequence from the C-telopeptide of human type I

collagenwith an automatic analyzer (Elecsys, Roche Diagnostics,

Mannheim, Germany); the intra-assay variability was 1% to 4%

and interassay variability was 3% to 6%. Serum intact PINP was

measured with a two-site immunoassay based on monoclonal

antibodies raised against purified intact human PINP, detecting

both mono- and trimeric forms, but not fragments, using an

automated analyzer (Elecsys, Roche Diagnostics). The intra-assay

variability was 1% to 2% and interassay variability was 2% to 4%.

Statistical analysis

Baseline characteristics of women in the case and control groups

were compared using chi-square tests of association for

categorical variables and using t tests for continuous variables.

Based on the distributions of PINP and CTX levels, PINP and

CTX values were natural log-transformed before the analysis and

back-transformed after analysis for ease of presentation. The

primary outcome of the conditional logistic regression models

was hip fracture. We created separate models for each of the

primary predictors, PINP and CTX. We categorized the bone

turnover marker levels in quartiles based on the distribution of

bone turnover markers in the controls. We examined nonlinear

associations of log-transformed serum PINP and CTX with hip

fracture risk using generalized additive models. There were no

significant nonlinear associations, so we present only the results

of statistical models using linear bone turnover marker terms.

To determine whether a significant linear trend was present

across the quartiles, we calculated ptrend values by entering the

bone turnover marker quartile term as a continuous variable. We

also calculated p values from the logistic regression model

where the natural log-transformed bone turnover marker level

was entered as a continuous term.(48) Finally, to replicate the

approach of a previous study,(19) we compared the risk of hip

fracture in women with turnover marker levels within the

highest quartile versus the lower three quartiles.

We adjusted the logistic regression models for potential

confounders based on results of prior published studies. In the

conditional logistic regression models, we did not adjust for the

Fig. 1. Analytic sample algorithm.
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matching factors (age, race/ethnicity, and date of serum sample

collection). The potential confounders, assessed at baseline,

included BMI (<25, 25 to <30, �30 kg/m2), years of education,

whether living with a partner (yes or no), parity, cigarette

smoking (never, current, past), frequency of falls in the past year

(0, 1, �2), history of previous fracture (none, fracture aged �55

years, aged <55 years, fracture at unknown age), family history

of hip fracture (yes or no), past use of menopausal hormone

therapy (yes or no), depressive symptoms (CES-D short-form

score �0.009 or use of antidepressant medication, yes versus

no), frailty score (0, 1 to 2, �3), self-reported health status,

corticosteroid use (yes or no), RAND SF-36 Health Survey score

(continuous), supplemental calcium intake (tertile), supplemen-

tal vitamin D intake (tertile), dietary calcium intake (mg/d), and

dietary vitamin D intake (IU/d).

We assessed for effectmodification by 10-year predicted risk of

hip fracture by including the product term “FRAX-predicted 10-

year absolute risk of hip fracture � bone turnover marker level” in

the regression model. FRAX-predicted hip fracture risk was

calculated without BMD information(46,47) and coded as above

versus below the median score. The p value for the interaction

term was calculated with the FRAX score and the bone turnover

marker quartiles entered into the model as continuous terms.

In sensitivity analyses, in case associations may be more

pronounced earlier in the follow-up period, we examined the

subset of participants in whom hip fracture occurred within the

first 5 years of follow-up (sample size n¼ 420). In additional

sensitivity analyses, we 1) repeated the primary analyses by

categorizing PINP and CTX level as above versus below the

median value, and 2) separately examined associations in the

subset of women who were aged 65 years and older. We also

separately examined associations between PINP and CTX levels

and hip fracture risk according to whether fractures were

femoral neck or intertrochanteric fractures.

Subsequent to the ascertainment of cases and their matched

controls, which ended in 2004, controls could theoretically have

experienced a hip fracture. Therefore, we performed a secondary

analysis that excluded control group participants who experi-

enced a medical record-confirmed hip fracture between 2004

and 2010, and/or who did not consent to follow-up during the

extension period (2005–2010); 242 control group participants

remained for the secondary analysis. We used unconditional

logistic regressionmodels, adjusted formatching factors, for this

secondary analysis.

A preplanned statistical power analysis performed before the

initiation of the case-control study found that we would have

80% power to detect a risk ratio of 1.5; because hip fractures are

rare events in WHI, and risk ratios and odds ratios are

comparable for rare events, we estimate that we had 80%

power to detect an odds ratio of 1.5 for associations between

bone turnover markers and hip fracture risk.

Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software

version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) and R version

3.2.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria,

https://www.R-project.org/). Statistical tests were two-sided. A p

value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Baseline characteristics of the analytic sample

Compared with the women in the control group, women in

the case group were more likely to have BMI <25 kg/m2, be

current smokers, be frail, and be corticosteroid users; cases

had higher CES-D scores and were less likely to be living with a

partner (Table 1). Baseline mean PINP and CTX levels were

similar in the case and control groups (Table 2). The median

(interquartile range [IQR]) level of PINP was 45.7mg/L

(35.7–59.2mg/L) in the control group and 47.1mg/L

(34.7–62.8mg/L) in the case group; the median (IQR) level of

CTX was 390 ng/L (280–510 ng/L) in the control group and

420 ng/L (300–570 ng/L) in the case group. Mean age at the

time of hip fracture was 75.4 years. The average length of

follow-up for cases was 7.03 years. Median (range) time to

incident hip fracture was 3.83 (0.02–8.33) years.

Adjusted associations between bone biomarker levels
and hip fracture

In unadjusted logistic regression models, serum CTX level

was not significantly associated with hip fracture risk (p for

trend¼ 0.06) (Table 3). After adjustment for BMI, education,

whether living with a partner, parity, smoking, frequency of

falls, previous fracture, family history of hip fracture, past

use of menopausal hormone therapy, depressive symptoms,

frailty index score, self-reported health status, RAND 36-

Item Health Survey score, corticosteroid use, and dietary

and supplemental calcium and vitamin D intake, there were

no statistically significant associations between CTX and hip

fracture risk. For example, compared with the lowest

quartile of serum CTX (<280 ng/L), the odds ratio for hip

fracture was 1.25 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.68–2.30)

among women in the highest quartile of serum CTX

(>510 ng/L). Results were similar for associations between

PINP and hip fracture risk, showing no statistically signifi-

cant associations (p for trend¼ 0.58) (Table 4). Associations

remained nonsignificant in the subset of participants who

experienced hip fractures during the first 5 years of follow-

up (data not shown). When log-transformed values of the

turnover markers were entered into the models as

continuous variables instead of as quartiles, the adjusted

odds ratios (95% CI) for hip fracture were 1.15 (0.74–1.80)

for CTX and 1.00 (0.59–1.71) for PINP. Similarly, when we

compared the highest quartile of turnover marker level

versus the lower three quartiles of turnover marker levels,

we found no significant associations between serum CTX or

PINP level and hip fracture risk (data not shown). In adjusted

models, there were no significant associations between CTX

or PINP level and hip fracture risk when CTX and PINP level

were coded as above versus below median values, or when

we restricted the analyses to women aged �65 years. When

we separately examined femoral neck and intertrochanteric

fractures, there were still no significant associations

between CTX or PINP levels and fracture risk (all p values

� 0.11).

After exclusion of data from control group participants

who experienced hip fractures subsequent to case-control

enrollment period (after 2004 until 2010), higher serum CTX

level was associated with higher risk of hip fracture (p for

trend in adjusted model¼ 0.04) (Table 5). However, there was

no evidence of a consistent threshold. Associations between

PINP level and hip fracture risk remained nonsignificant

(Table 6).

There was no significant effect modification of the associa-

tions according to FRAX-predicted 10-year absolute risk of hip

fracture (CTX pinteraction¼ 0.24, PINP pinteraction¼ 0.71) (data not

shown).
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Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Cases and Controls

Characteristics

Cases

(n ¼ 400)

Control

(n¼ 400)

p

Value

Age at screening (years) (mean� SD) 70.78 (6.16) 70.77 (6.15) 0.99

Body mass index (kg/m2) 0.001

<25 193 (48.61) 144 (36.09)

25 to <30 127 (31.99) 150 (37.59)

�30 77 (19.40) 105 (26.32)

Race/ethnicity 1.00

White 379 (94.99) 380 (95.00)

Black 10 (2.51) 10 (2.50)

Others 10 (2.51) 10 (2.50)

Years of education 0.30

None to some high school 18 (4.55) 26 (6.55)

High school diploma/GED 84 (21.21) 67 (16.88)

School after high school 161 (40.66) 171 (43.07)

College degree or higher 133 (33.59) 133 (33.50)

Living with partner 184 (46.12) 212 (53.27) 0.04

Season of phlebotomy 1.00

Winter 89 (22.25) 87 (21.75)

Spring 103 (25.75) 104 (26.00)

Summer 130 (32.50) 131 (32.75)

Fall 78 (19.50) 78 (19.50)

Parity 0.06

Never pregnant 65 (16.54) 37 (9.34)

Never had term pregnancy 8 (2.04) 10 (2.53)

1 41 (10.43) 32 (8.08)

2 86 (21.88) 96 (24.24)

3 81 (20.61) 100 (25.25)

4 55 (13.99) 60 (15.15)

5þ 57 (14.50) 61 (15.40)

Smoking <0.001

Never 214 (54.31) 215 (54.29)

Past 144 (36.55) 171 (43.18)

Current 36 (9.14) 10 (2.53)

Fall history in the past year 0.16

No falls 237 (60.61) 260 (66.84)

1 fall 92 (23.53) 82 (21.08)

2þ falls 62 (15.86) 47 (12.08)

History of fracture 0.27

Fracture when �55 years of age 107 (27.51) 93 (24.09)

Fracture when <55 years of age 44 (11.31) 42 (10.88)

No fracture 204 (52.44) 227 (58.81)

Fracture, unknown age 34 (8.74) 24 (6.22)

Family history of hip fracture 80 (22.22) 64 (17.58) 0.12

Past use of menopausal hormone therapy 0.80

Never used 305 (76.25) 302 (75.50)

Past user 95 (23.75) 98 (24.50)

Centers for the Epidemiologic Study of Depression short-form score �0.009 or

antidepressant medication use

119 (29.75) 95 (23.75) 0.06

Frailty index scorea 0.02

0 193 (51.88) 229 (59.95)

1 to 2 115 (30.91) 112 (29.32)

�3 64 (17.20) 41 (10.73)

Self-reported health status 0.18

Excellent 62 (15.62) 62 (15.78)

Very good 132 (33.25) 158 (40.20)

Good 142 (35.77) 131 (33.33)

Fair 60 (15.11) 41 (10.43)

Poor 1 (0.25) 1 (0.25)

continued
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Discussion

In this case-control study of postmenopausal women, of

contemporary markers of bone turnover, and carefully docu-

mented hip fracture, neither CTX nor PINP was significantly

associated with hip fracture risk.

Our results are consistent with the five previous studies that

have examined associations of serum CTX level with hip fracture

risk.(19,21–23,27) With one exception,(27) the assay used in four of

the five previous studies were similar to that of the current study

(Elecsys, Roche Diagnostics). Three of five of the studies reported

that serum CTX level was not associated with hip fracture risk.

The fourth study (EPIDOS) reported a significant association

between serum CTX level and hip fracture risk, which persisted

even after adjustment for baseline hip BMD (Table 7).(19) It is

unclear why the EPIDOS study’s results differed from that of all of

the other studies, including our current study, but it could be

due in part to differences in the cohort and study design. The

95% confidence intervals for the hazard ratios of the adjusted

models in the EPIDOS study were not provided, so it is possible

that the associations were actually no longer statistically

significant in covariate-adjusted models. The EPIDOS cohort

had a mean age of 82 years, older than the mean age of 71 years

in our cohort, andwe collected blood sampleswhen participants

were in the fasted state, whereas the EPIDOS study did not. In

addition, the small numbers of participants who underwent

BMD measurement (n¼ 69) precluded adjustment for BMD in

the current study. Finally, although the Singapore Chinese

Health Study also showed that serum CTX was positively

associated with increased hip fracture risk in a combined

analysis of men and women after adjustment for multiple

covariates, some associations were not statistically significant in

sex-stratified analyses.(27) That study was the only study to use

the Orion CTX assay, and only 22% of samples were collected

with participants in a fasting state.

In our study, we found no clear evidence of a consistent

threshold of CTX level that was associated with increased hip

fracture risk; the only significant trend we found was in a

sensitivity analysis after excluding additional hip fractures that

occurred in the control group after the initial study follow-up

period. Although the result of our sensitivity analysis may be

consistent with the previous EPIDOS study results, in aggregate,

the lack of apparent threshold above which risk was statistically

elevated, the weak magnitude of the association that was only

apparent in one sensitivity analysis, and the likelihood that the

association would be dampened after further adjustment for

BMD likely decrease the clinical relevance of the finding. The

bone turnover marker levels that we observed in this study are

similar to those of other postmenopausal population-based

cohorts in North America,(49) Germany,(50) Australia,(51) and

Table 1. (Continued )

Characteristics

Cases

(n ¼ 400)

Control

(n¼ 400)

p

Value

Corticosteroid useb 16 (4.00) 4 (1.00) <0.01

RAND 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36) score (mean� SD) 70.99 (19.25) 72.89 (17.89) 0.15

Dietary calcium intake (mg/d) (Mean� SD) 792.5 (454.3) 841.4 (455.2) 0.14

Dietary vitamin D intake (IU/d) (mean� SD) 169.5 (123.2) 180.8 (132.9) 0.23

Supplemental calcium intake (mg/d) 0.33

Not a user 187 (46.75) 177 (44.25)

Lowest tertile 79 (19.75) 66 (16.50)

Middle tertile 66 (16.50) 81 (20.25)

Highest tertile 68 (17.00) 76 (19.00)

Supplemental vitamin D intake (IU/d) 0.94

Not a user 205 (51.25) 211 (52.75)

Lowest tertile 30 (7.50) 26 (6.50)

Middle tertile 126 (31.50) 125 (31.25)

Highest tertile 39 (9.75) 38 (9.50)

aSee text for details regarding frailty score.
bIncludes use of glucocorticoids, steroid combinations, mineralocorticoids.

Table 2. N-Terminal Propeptide of Type I Procollagen (PINP) and C-Terminal Telopeptide of Type I Collagen (CTX) Levels Overall and by

Case-Control Status

n Mean Median Standard deviation Minimum 25th percentile 75th percentile Maximum

PINP (mg/L)

Overall 785 50.32 46.71 23.37 6.29 35.45 61.03 290.3

Control 393 49.64 45.65 23.71 8.82 35.66 59.20 290.3

Cases 392 51.0 47.12 23.03 6.29 34.66 62.82 144.6

CTX (ng/L)

Overall 788 430 400 200 20 290 540 1470

Control 394 410 390 190 70 280 510 1400

Cases 394 450 420 210 20 300 570 1470
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Denmark,(52) but lower levels were reported in an Australian

cohort of frail elderly women(53) and a cohort of similarly aged

French women.(54)

To our knowledge, only two published studies have examined

associations of serum PINP level with hip fracture risk in women;

one of them(18) reported no association, whereas the other

found an association that persisted after adjustment for

covariates.(27) However, the latter study jointly reported results

from men and women, and some of the associations did not

persist after sex stratification. Both of the prior studies used an

Orion assay, and specimens were either nonfasting(18) or had a

majority (78%) of participants in the nonfasting state.(27)

One reason for the absence of an association between serum

CTX or PINP and hip fracture risk may be that associations

between bone turnover markers and fracture risk dampen with

increased follow-up time. In a prior study, associations between

elevated bone turnover markers and risk of experiencing any

clinical fracture were strongest within the first few years of

follow-up than after longer follow-up.(22) However, in our

sensitivity analysis, associations remained nonsignificant in the

subset of participants who experienced hip fractures during the

first 5 years of follow-up. We also considered the possibility that

falls could outweigh bone turnover markers in their influence on

hip fracture risk, especially in the age range of our study cohort.

Some researchers have suggested that the increasing frequency

of falls, a strong fracture risk factor, with increasing age may

overwhelm any potential contributions of increased bone

turnover marker levels to hip fracture risk.(22) For example, in

a previous study, the association between urinary free pyridino-

line level (a bone resorption marker) and hip fracture risk

disappeared after adjustment for disability.(26) However, in the

current study, we found no significant associations even before

adjustment for any covariates, including frequency of falls and

frailty, and no significant interaction by FRAX score.

Our study examined serumPINP and serumCTX in accordance

with the IOF/IFCC recommendations. Three previous case-

control studies examined other bone turnover marker levels in

relation to hip fracture risk and had conflicting results. Two

analyses from the EPIDOS cohort of elderly women found

associations of urinary CTX, but no associations of urinary NTX,

with increased hip fracture risk after adjustment for history of

fracture.(28,29) It appears that the EPIDOS analyses were not

adjusted for additional covariates other than history of fracture.

The third study from the Rotterdam study (women of mean age

81 years) found associations between urinary free deoxypyr-

idinoline level and hip fracture risk before, but not after,

adjustment for disability.(26)

These results are clinically relevant. The American Associa-

tion of Clinical Endocrinologists and American College of

Endocrinology Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Diagnosis

and Treatment of Postmenopausal Osteoporosis stated based

on Grade B evidence that clinicians should “consider using

Table 3. Adjusted Associations Between C-Terminal Telopeptide of Type I Collagen (CTX) Levels and Hip Fracture Riska

Model 1 (unadjusted, n¼ 788) Model 2 (adjusted, n ¼ 608)

OR (95% CI) ptrend Value COR (95% CI) ptrend Value

CTX quartiles 0.06 0.22

Quartile 1 (0–25th percentile: 0–280 ng/L) Reference Reference

Quartile 2 (25th–50th percentile: 280–390 ng/L) 0.86 (0.56, 1.32) 0.85 (0.43, 1.70)

Quartile 3 (50th–75th percentile: 390–510 ng/L) 1.19 (0.79, 1.78) 1.53 (0.82, 2.85)

Quartile 4 (75th–maximum: �510 ng/L) 1.33 (0.91, 1.96) 1.25 (0.68, 2.30)

aEstimates are based on conditional logistic regression models adjusted for body mass index, years of education, whether living with a partner, parity,

smoking, fall history in past year, history of previous fracture, family history of hip fracture, past use of menopausal hormone therapy, Centers for the

Epidemiologic Study of Depression score, use of antidepressant medication, frailty index, self-reported health status, RAND 36-Item Health Survey score,

corticosteroid use, and dietary and supplemental calcium and vitamin D intake. For conditional logistic regression, matching factors (age at screening,

race/ethnicity, and season of blood draw) are not included as covariates. The bone turnover marker level was entered into the model as a categorical

term in quartiles to obtain odds ratios. The ptrend values were obtained by entering the bone turnover marker quartile term as a continuous variable to

determine whether a significant linear trend was present across the quartiles.

Table 4. Adjusted Associations Between Procollagen Type I Aminoterminal Propeptide (PINP) and Hip Fracture Riska

Model 1 (unadjusted, n¼ 785) Model 2 (adjusted, n¼ 605)

OR (95% CI) p Value OR (95% CI) p Value

PINP quartiles 0.58 0.53

Quartile 1 (0–25th percentile: 0–35.66mg/L) Reference Reference

Quartile 2 (25th–50th percentile: 35.66–45.65mg/L) 0.80 (0.53, 1.20) 1.05 (0.54, 2.05)

Quartile 3 (50th–75th percentile: 45.65–59.2mg/L) 0.90 (0.60, 1.34) 1.07 (0.58, 1.99)

Quartile 4 (75th–maximum: �59.2mg/L) 1.09 (0.73, 1.63) 1.24 (0.65, 2.35)

aEstimates are based on conditional logistic regression models adjusted for body mass index, years of education, whether living with a partner, parity,

smoking, fall history in past year, history of previous fracture, family history of hip fracture, past use of menopausal hormone therapy, Centers for the

Epidemiologic Study of Depression score, use of antidepressant medication, frailty index, self-reported health status, RAND 36-Item Health Survey score,

corticosteroid use, and dietary and supplemental calcium and vitamin D intake. For conditional logistic regression, matching factors (age at screening,

race/ethnicity, and season of blood draw) are not included as covariates. The bone turnover marker level was entered into the model as a categorical

term in quartiles. The ptrend values were obtained by entering the bone turnover marker quartile term as a continuous variable to determine whether a

significant linear trend was present across the quartiles.
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bone turnover markers in the initial evaluation of osteoporosis

patients. Elevated levels can predict higher fracture risk.”(55)

The results of the current study of community-dwelling

postmenopausal US women, along with results from the

Malmo OPRA and Austrian nursing home cohorts, will help to

inform future iterations of guidelines regarding the utility of

bone turnover markers for hip fracture prediction in clinical

practice among individuals not taking osteoporosis pharma-

cotherapy. At least over the mean 7.1-year follow-up, we

found that serum CTX and serum NTX were not significantly

associated with hip fracture risk. The current results do not

apply to studies involving other time frames, bone turnover

markers, or fracture types.

This study has several potential limitations. Because BMD

measurements were measured in only a subset of WHI

participants, we could not adjust for BMD. However, we did

perform analyses adjusted for underlying probability of hip

fracture using FRAX scores (without BMD information). It is

possible that there are meaningful associations between

the biomarker levels examined and risk of fractures other

than hip fracture, at bone areas that are more predomi-

nantly cancellous in composition than the hip. However, we

could not examine this question in the present study. We

also did not have sample stability data regarding the stored

serum samples. It is also possible that that the availability of

more than one control per case would have increased our

statistical power, but funding precluded inclusion of

additional controls. Our study was powered to detect a

clinically important association (a hazard ratio of 1.5

between bone turnover markers and hip fractures). This

study also has several strengths, including the prospective

design, the long-term follow-up, the ability to adjust for

multiple relevant covariates in a well-characterized cohort,

the medical record verification of incident hip fractures, and

the use of fasting serum samples. It is recommended that

serum samples for CTX be collected in the morning hours in

the fasting state because food intake is known to affect

bone turnover marker levels.(3) The previous six studies

focused on associations between serum CTX and PINP and

hip fracture risk did not specify a fasting state for collection

of serum samples. Finally, because a fracture is associated

with an acute increase in bone turnover biomarker levels,

these samples were not collected at the time of a fracture

but at the time of randomization in age- and race-matched

cases and controls.

In summary, in this prospective nested case-control study of

postmenopausal women of mean age 71 years, serum CTX and

PINP levels were not associated with hip fracture risk. Our results

do not support the utility of thesemarkers to predict hip fracture

risk in women in this age group.

Table 5. Adjusted Associations Between C-Terminal Telopeptide of Type I Collagen (CTX) Levels and Hip Fracture Risk After Exclusion of

Controls Who Experienced Hip Fractures During the Extension Study Perioda

Model 1 (age adjusted, n¼ 632) Model 2 (fully adjusted, n¼ 487)

OR (95% CI) ptrend Value OR (95% CI) ptrend Value

CTX quartiles 0.02 0.04

Quartile 1 (0–25th percentile: 0–280 ng/L) Reference Reference

Quartile 2 (25th–50th percentile: 280–390 ng/L) 1.10 (0.70, 1.75) 1.28 (0.69, 2.38)

Quartile 3 (50th–75th percentile: 390–510 ng/L) 1.47 (0.92, 2.33) 1.94 (1.05, 3.59)

Quartile 4 (75th–maximum: �510 ng/L) 1.61 (1.04, 2.50) 1.71 (0.94, 3.11)

aEstimates are based on unconditional logistic regression models. The age-adjusted model included only age and the bone turnover marker term. The

fully adjusted model was adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, body mass index, years of education, season of blood draw, whether living with a partner,

parity, smoking, fall history in past year, history of previous fracture, family history of hip fracture, past use of menopausal hormone therapy, Centers for

the Epidemiologic Study of Depression score, use of antidepressant medication, frailty index, self-reported health status, RAND 36-Item Health Survey

score, and dietary and supplemental calcium and vitamin D intake. The bone turnover marker level was entered into the model as a categorical term in

quartiles to obtain the odds ratios. The ptrend values were obtained by entering the bone turnover markers quartile term as a continuous variable to

determine if a significant linear trend exists across the quartiles.

Table 6. Adjusted Associations Between Procollagen Type I Aminoterminal Propeptide (PINP) and Hip Fracture Risk after Exclusion of

Controls who Experienced Hip Fractures During the Extension Study Perioda

Model 1 (age adjusted, n¼ 630) Model 2 (adjusted, n¼ 485)

OR (95% CI) ptrend Value OR (95% CI) ptrend Value

PINP quartiles 0.34 0.30

Quartile 1 (0–25th percentile: 0–35.66mg/L) Reference Reference

Quartile 2 (25th–50th percentile: 35.66–45.65mg/L) 0.74 (0.47, 1.17) 0.72 (0.40, 1.32)

Quartile 3 (50th–75th percentile: 45.65–59.2mg/L) 0.95 (0.60, 1.50) 0.97 (0.54, 1.77)

Quartile 4 (75th–maximum: �59.2mg/L) 1.16 (0.74, 1.82) 1.27 (0.70, 2.29)

aEstimates are based on unconditional logistic regression models. The age-adjusted model included only age and the bone turnover marker term. The

fully adjusted model was adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, body mass index, years of education, season of blood draw, whether living with a partner,

parity, smoking, fall history in past year, history of previous fracture, family history of hip fracture, past use of menopausal hormone therapy, Centers for

the Epidemiologic Study of Depression score, use of antidepressant medication, frailty index, self-reported health status, RAND 36-Item Health Survey

score, and dietary and supplemental calcium and vitamin D intake. The bone turnover marker level was entered into the model as a categorical term in

quartiles to obtain the odds ratios. The ptrend values were obtained by entering the bone turnover markers quartile term as a continuous variable to

determine if a significant linear trend exists across the quartiles.
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